
moisture resistance and scuff protection.
Standard convenience features include

steel mesh screen to prevent foreign ob
jects from contacting woofer cones,
woofer spacer plates to prevent cone slap
at extremely high levels, and tec-nut fas
teners to facilitate quick woofer change.
Roadie wheels and handles are available
as an option.

FORSYTHE AUDIO SYSTEMS
75 NORTH BEACON STREET
WATERTOWN, MASS. 07172
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AUDIO KINETICS (U.K.) TO MARKET
AK 4000 CONSOLE IN U.S. THROUGH
EVERYTHING AUDIO

The AK 4000 console, equipped with
40 inputs, 40 Perfect Q parametric equali
zers, 32 group outputs with digital read
out, f> cue systems incorporating Super-
cue, 8 echo returns, 44 limitcr/comprcss-
or/de-essers, 44 noise gale expanders, 672
position patch bay, 32 track remote con
trol, 36 meters, a digital timer/clock, and
Autofade, is all contained within a 7' 10"
width.

Included within the group/monitor
area of the module are full multi-track
controls, the track number corresponding
to that group and monitor. This integra
tion allows the console logic to control
the master sync, replay and record con
ditions of the multi-track; enabling sim
plified and more carefree operation by
the mixer. The ultimate advantage, how-
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dropping- in system which always
feeds the musicians cans with personal
foldback, regardless of the drop-in rou
tine selected by the engineer. Also, for
the first lime, the engineer can pie-sync
before drop-in. It is said to be the fastest,
most foolproof, one button drop-in sys
tem yet devised.

I-'or ihe first time in a production con
sole, AK have introduced a VGA control-
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We c"an help you with your RECORDING EQUIPMENT needs, from
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Route 8, Box 525, Chillico.the, Ohio 45601
Phone: (614)663-2544

noise gate/expander in every channel. The
side chains of each device can be routed
to the adjacent module allowing stereo
quad compression and/or expansion as a
routine mixing aid.

A new Perfect Q parametric equalizer
is introduced which maintains the har
monic bandwidth correctly when using
frequency shift.

EVERYTHING AUDIO
7037 LAUREL CANYON BOULEVARD

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, GA 91605
PHONE: (213) 982-6200
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CONCEPT 1 SERIES CONSOLE
ANNOUNCED BY AUDIO CONCEPTS/
DAVE KELSEY SOUND

Available in both 16x8
and 24 x 16 configurations,
the consoles will feature full
modular construction with
push button sub group selec
tion, independent stereo
monitor/mix down busses
with pan and positional solo
ing on all cues, echo sends
and returns and sub group

( outputs. Monitor and cue
functions are through the
input modules (16 and 24
track mix down) and each
input position has two patch
points plus a direct out. A
full balanced and nornialed

J pa tch bay i s i nc luded and
Jensen transformers arc-
used throughout.

Concept 1 is tentatively priced at
$9,600.00 and §17,000.00.

AUDIO CONCEPTS, INC./
DAVE KELSEY SOUND

7138 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, GA 90046
PHONE: (213) 851-7172
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